
Adaptive Generosity and 
a Mindset of Abundance



ADAPTIVE GENEROSITY is the practice of mobilizing assets to address 
challenges and create opportunities for God’s thriving future...

but also requires us to pay attention to three important aspects:

What are the issues or opportunities you are passionate about?

What needs to be conserved to maintain your essential legacy, and   
which practices or traditions are no longer aligned with your passions?

What new strategies, attitudes, or actions will move your generosity 
into the future?
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A MINDSET OF ABUNDANCE is the belief that there is plenty for everyone. 

God’s abundance is not a pizza. 

Ephesians 3:20 – God is abundantly able to do more than we ask or imagine, 
according to his power that is at work within us.

God’s work.  Our hands.

When we choose to intentionally journey toward purpose, meaning, 
and belonging in community and in who God is calling us to be...                

a mindset of abundance becomes the map, the path, and the prize!
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Adaptive Generosity Struggles 
and the 

Mindset of Abundance 
Antidotes

9. Embrace Change
10. Choose Happy

1. Believe in Plenty

8. Re-evaluate
7. Be Proactive
6. Words matter
5. Always Learning
4. Share Your Vision
3. Think Big
2. Practice Gratitude

SPEAKING THE UNSPEAKABLE

VALUES GAP

COMPETING COMMITTMENTS

ACTION AVOIDANCE


